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Abstract
It has repeatedly been argued that the semi-cubical complexes
3
, which derive directly from the
higher-dimensional automata, are as general a model for concurrency as one may ever need. In
fact, most (but not all) classical examples of interacting concurrent processes have an adequate
semi-cubical description. I believe this is only due to the fact that most classical examples
are built around the notion of discrete event, or action, which makes the transition from the
example's idea to higher-dimensional automata, to semi-cubical complexes, very natural.
But it is not diÆcult to provide realistic examples of concurrency not based on such discrete
events, which leads to local po-spaces with no \cubication". Although the concept of local
po-space is very general and admits many pathologies, the examples of concurrency I have in
mind are well-behaved and not a pathology at all, so the generality of the local po-spaces is for
them a large overkill. Still, they do not t into the semi-cubical strait jacket.
This report puts forward the notion of po-manifold, a subcategory of the local po-spaces
slightly bigger than the semi-cubical complexes. A po-manifold is locally homeomorphic to a
block, which is an extremely nice global po-space. The local homeomorphisms satisfy a simple
consistency condition. This means the po-manifolds are \locally nice" even though they may be
too smooth to admit a cubication.
1 Generalized this and that
Let us have a closer look at new incarnations of some examples of concurrency that we all
know and love. The variants considered will dier from the original versions in the uniform
way: the events will take time to happen and their eects will accumulate gradually.
3
The italicized technical terms in this abstract are given denitions within the paper. Still, the reader
is assumed to be more or less familiar with them. The main reference is [5] by Fajstrup, Goubault and
Raussen; for some other, see inside.
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1.1 Generalized producer and consumer
Your employer is paying you money while magazines are taking it from you. These two
activities must be coordinated in time but the coordination is not exactly a succession of
discrete \earn" and \pay" events. That is, unless one wants to use a very small grain,
like earning or paying a single z loty, which would make the picture extremely complicated
obscuring the main idea of the coordination.
The spark-plugs in your car are drawing from the battery while the alternator is
charging it. People are dying while other people are being born. All these are examples
of the generalized producer and consumer problem in which the buer is very large. So
large that it is infeasible, or at least highly impractical, to regard single atomic ins and
outs as happening instantly | one would rather view them as smeared over a larger time
span. But the big buer can still be overown or exhausted, if one of the processes does
not keep pace with the other. Can we model such coordination geometrically?
There is, certainly, a nice po-space for it | the diagonal ribbon
X
def
=
n
hx; yi 2 R
2



0  y   x  1
o
depicted opposite. The picture presents a di-
path, which begins in point a with the empty
buer; then the producer works alone until in b
the buer is full; then the producer rests while
the consumer works alone until in c the buer is
half full; and then both the producer and the con-
sumer work together at the same pace until d. At
every point hx; yi, the dierence y   x measures
the occupancy of the buer.
If, for some reason, a compact space is prefer-
able to the innite ribbon, one can wrap it around
a cylinder
b
X obtaining a local instead of a global
po-space. Neither the po-space X nor the lo-
cal po-space
b
X are geometric realizations of nite
semi-cubical complexes.
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1.2 Not quite exclusive access
The diagonal ribbon X from Sec. 1.1 will now be used to a dierent game. Let it corre-
spond to a single process whose demand for a resource may be changing with time (which
ows diagonally: to the right and upwards). This demand is now measured by y   x:
y   x = 0 | the process does not need the resource,
y   x = 1 | the process needs the whole resource,
0 < y   x < 1 | the process needs a part of the resource
(and is prepared to share it with another process).
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(classically, the latter case is not considered).
Two such processes running concurrently and competing for the same resource give
rise to a subset of the Cartesian square of X:
@
@
@
@
@
@
@
y
1
 x
1
!
y
2
 
x
2
!
Y
def
=
n
hhx
1
; y
1
i ; hx
2
; y
2
ii 2 X X



y
1
  x
1
+ y
2
  x
2
 1
o
| the demands for the resource from both processes must remain
within the white triangle in the picture opposite (the time directions
of both processes are not depicted).
Do not overlook a subtlety: topologically, Y is the Cartesian product of the white
triangle in the picture by the plane R
2
; but ditopologically, it is not. The triangle is not
a po-space; in particular, for any two points a and b in the triangle there exists a dipath
in Y whose projection onto the triangle goes from a to b.
And, as before, neither the global po-space Y nor the compact local po-space
b
Y
resulting from Y by wrapping the R
2
component around a torus, are geometric realizations
of nite semi-cubical complexes.
1.3 Generalized philosophers
The 2-dining philosophers example is the case where two
processes compete for the exclusive access to two re-
sources (cf. [13]). The resources are allocated indepen-
dently, so this may lead to deadlock, if each process grabs
one resource and waits for the other. The directions in
which the two philosophers are moving and the deadlock
point are depicted opposite. This local po-space is a ge-
ometric realization of a semi-cubical complex.
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Mary
John
Should every process need the exclusive access to more
resources, rather than to two forks as the philosophers do,
the number of deadlock points would grow. Assume, for
instance, that Mary and John have 1500 z lotych together,
enough either for a bicycle for John, or for skis for Mary,
but not for both. If each of them takes some (more than
zero) money from the common pool and would not give it
back again, then neither a bicycle nor skis can be bought.
In this case, the corresponding local po-space is the torus with a triangular hole and
the deadlock set is the hypotenuse of the triangle (the solid line). Again, this is not a
geometric realization of a semi-cubical complex.
1.4 Non-cubical motivations
The concept of semi-cubical complexes arises very naturally from the notion of higher
dimensional automata (cf. [7] by van Glabbeek). This is a formalism for discrete actions
performed concurrently.
Playing with concurrent processes which are continuous, i.e., not based on discrete
17
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events, is not a novelty in computer science. Every mature formalism eventually attempts
to do this. For instance, see [2] or [3] by David and Alla for continuous and hybrid Petri
nets.
My feeling is that the geometric/topological view of concurrency is, by its very nature,
better tailored to continuity than, e.g., Petri nets, so it would be a shame to leave this
direction of research unexplored. Admittedly, the concept of local po-space is very general
and allows for many pathologies. It seems a good idea though, to generalize the semi-
cubical complexes just slightly, to overcome their nitary and combinatorial nature. The
following section will show how this aim is served by the notion of po-manifold. So please,
read on.
Please, refer to App.A and to App.B for short reviews of directed topology and of
semi-cubical complexes.
2 Pleading for po-manifolds
The po-spaces, global or local, such as the ones from Sec. 1, are simple and have strong
concurrency motivations. Still, they do not correspond to any semi-cubical complexes.
The moral is that semi-cubical complexes are not a suÆcient formalism for some strongly
motivated concurrent systems. On the other extreme, local po-spaces are way too general.
One would need a more specic category of \nice" local po-spaces, good enough for non-
pathological real life examples. The generalization presented in this paper begins, in a
sense, from the nite semi-cubical complexes and goes in two directions:

The local po-spaces are glued together from \nice" subsets of the directed cubes I
n
rather than from the whole cubes. This way, the resulting local po-spaces are still
\locally nice", but not necessarily discrete.

They are not necessarily glued along their faces | a certain overlap is allowed, under
natural consistency conditions on the common parts.
This reminds of a topological manifold with a structure (such as smooth manifold), which
is why I call them po-manifolds. The main dierence is that not all the cubes taking part
in the construction of po-manifolds are necessarily in the same dimension. This makes
po-manifolds a proper generalization of semi-cubical complexes (as shown in Sec. 3).
2.1 S-manifolds as such
Manifolds are topological spaces locally modeled on Euclidean spaces. It turns out that an
analogous concept dened for a certain subcategory S of po-spaces instead of Euclidean
spaces leads to a class of local po-spaces. In particular, if S consists of all compact po-
spaces, then we get all local po-spaces (see below). Playing with S, one gets restricted
subcategories of LPO, the category of local po-spaces
4
.
More precisely, the eligible categories S are the po-pattern categories as dened below:
4
See App.A for a short review of basic notions and notations in the directed topology.
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Denition 2.1 A po-pattern category is an arbitrary full subcategory
5
S of compact-PO,
the category of compact po-spaces, such that

the closure of every open subspace of an S-object is an S-object, and

for any S-objects S
0
, S
1
and S
2
and any dihomeomorphic embeddings
S
0
S
1
S
2
'
 
-
?
, the
pushout of ' and  is in S.
An important example of a po-pattern category will be given in Sec.2.3.
Denition 2.2 Let S be a po-pattern category. An S-manifold is a compact space X
with

an open cover U , and

a family 
def
=
n

U
2 S



U 2 U
o
of S-objects (one for each open
set from the cover), and

a family 
def
=
n

U
: cl
X
U ! 
U



U 2 U
o
of homeomorphisms
referred to as coordinate patches such that the composition

U
2
Æ 
 1
U
1
j

U
1
(cl
X
(U
1
\U
2
))
: 
U
1
(cl
X
(U
1
\ U
2
))! 
U
2
(1)
is a dimap for all U
1
; U
2
2 U .
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N
X
U
1
U
2

U
1

U
2

U
1

U
2
(cl
X
U denotes the closure of U in X).
Note that there is no a priori ordering in an S-manifold nor in the opens in its cover.
But the orderings may be retrieved from the orders in the po-spaces 
U
for U 2 U :
Proposition 2.3 Assume hX; U ;; i is an S-manifold. The relation   X X de-
ned by
x  y
def
()
9
U2U
x 
U
y where x 
U
y
def
()

U
x 
S
U

U
y
is a local order in X, making X a local po-space (see Def.A.9).
Proof of Prop. 2.3:
The order 
U
is carried over from the one in 
U
via the homeomorphism 
 1
U
. There-
fore, each hcl
X
U;
U
i is a po-space.
Take two opens U; V 2 U and two points x; y 2 cl
X
(U \ V ). By the denition of the
local orders,
x 
U
y () 
U
x 
S
U

U
y (since 
V
Æ 
 1
U
is a dimap)
=) (
V
Æ 
 1
U
)(
U
x) 
S
V
(
V
Æ 
 1
U
)(
U
y)
() 
V
x 
S
V

V
y
() x 
V
y
Since the orders are consistent (cf. Prop.A.11), X is a local po-space.
5
A subcategory S of T is full i every T -morphism between S-objects is an S-morphism.
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2
Denition 2.4 A sub-manifold of an S-manifold hX; U ;; i is an arbitary S-manifold
hX
0
; U
0
;
0
; 
0
i such thatX
0
 X, U
0
=
n
U \X
0



U 2 S
o
and for any U 2 S, the diagram
U \X
0
U

0
U\X
0

U

0
U\X
0

U
? ?
-
-
commutes (this means the primed 's are the restrictions of
the unprimed ones).
Denition 2.5 An S-manifold morphism ' : hX; U ;; i ! hY;V;; i is a continu-
ous map ' : X ! Y such that the composition 
V
Æ ' Æ 
 1
U
: 
U
! 
V
is a dimap for
all U 2 U and V 2 V. An S-manifold homeomorphism is an S-manifold morphism for
which there exists an inverse S-manifold morphism. An S-manifold embedding is any S-
manifold homeomorphism ' : hX; U ;; i ! hY
0
;V
0
;
0
; 
0
i onto a certain sub-manifold
hY
0
;V
0
;
0
; 
0
i of hY;V;; i.
Proposition 2.6 S-manifolds with S-manifold morphisms form a category. Its isomor-
phisms are the S-manifold homeomorphisms.
The proof of Prop. 2.6 is left to the reader.
This category will be denoted by S-Man.
Corollary 2.7 The introduction of the local order in an S-manifold described in Prop. 2.3
is a functor from S-Man onto a full subcategory of LPO. This functor will be denoted by
j ::: j : S-Man ! LPO
and called the realization of S-manifolds.
The proof of Cor. 2.7 is left to the reader.
The functor from Cor. 2.7 can be, with some restrictions, reversed. Assume

hX;i is a compact local po-space,

U is its po-basis (cf. Prop.A.10),

V is a \ner" basis: for each V 2 V there is an U 2 U s.t. cl
X
V  U (this implies
that V is a po-basis too).
Proposition 2.8 Given a compact local po-space and its po-bases, as required above,
the quadruple
D
X; U ;
n
cl
X
V



V 2 V
o
;
n
Id
cl
X
V



V 2 V
oE
is a compact-PO-manifold.
Moreover,

the manifolds obtained for dierent selections of po-bases U and V are homeomorphic
to each other, and

this construction is functorial.
Cor. 2.7 and Prop. 2.8 imply together that
compact-PO-Man = compact-LPO up to manifold homeomorphism.
20
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Proof of Prop. 2.8 (draft):
The important part of this proof is the demonstration that compact-PO is a po-pattern
category. This follows from Cor.A.8.
For the manifold homeomorphism related to the transiton between dierent po-bases,
take the identity on X.
2
S-manifolds are, in a sense, a way of assigning a category of local po-spaces to every
po-pattern category S.
2.2 The pushout property of S-manifolds
Theorem 2.9 Assume S is a po-pattern category. Let hX; U ;; i, hY;V;; i and
hZ;W;; i be S-manifolds. For every pair
X Y
Z
'
 
-
?
of S-manifold embeddings, there
exists a pushout in S-Man.
Proof of Thm. 2.9:
Let 
1
: Y ! Y Z and 
2
: Z ! Y Z be the natural embeddings of the topological
spaces into their disjoint union. Take '
' 
to be the least equivalence relation in Y Z
such that 
1
('x) '
' 

2
( x) for any x 2 X. Dene the quotient
Q
def
=
(Y Z)

'
' 
with the natural quotient map  : Y Z ! Q. By virtue of the com-
pactness of X, Y and Z, the quotient Q is compact
6
. Now, the dia-
gram opposite commutes and Q with  Æ 
1
and  Æ 
2
is the topological
pushout of ' and  .
It still needs to be demonstrated that Q is an S-manifold pushout
too. To this aim, a cover R and coordinate patches   and  on Q have
to be dened and respective correctness properties veried.
X Y
Z
Q
'
 

Æ

1
 Æ 
2
-
-
? ?
Select arbitrary opens from the covers: U 2 U , V 2 V and W 2 W. The set
A
def
=
U \ '
 1
(V ) \  
 1
(W )
is open in X. Since ' and  are S-manifold embeddings, the set '(A) is open in '(X)
and contained in V , while the set  (A) is open in  (X) and contained in W . Therefore,
there exist opens B  V  Y and C  W  Z such that
A = '
 1
(B) and A =  
 1
(C) (2)
(the selection of such B and C is arbitrary). Now let
R
def
=
( Æ 
1
)(B) [ ( Æ 
2
)(C)  Q
6
Note that without this precaution, Q might even fail to be T
0
| see App.A.3 for suÆcient conditions
for Q's compactness.
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This set is open in Q because its coimages B = ( Æ 
1
)
 1
(R) and C = ( Æ 
2
)
 1
(R) are
open. Besides, cl
Q
R is the topological pushout of the restrictions '
j
cl
X
A
and  
j
cl
X
A
.
Dene an appropriate S-object  
R
and a coordinate patch 
R
: R!  
R
by the following
diagram:
cl
X
A cl
Y
B
cl
Z
C
cl
Q
R
'
j
cl
X
A
 
j
c
l
X
A

Æ

1
 Æ 
2

U
(cl
X
A)


U
 
R

V
(cl
Y
B)


V

W
(cl
Z
C)


W
~'
~
 


1
2
3
-
-
??
I

U
j
c
l
X
A
R

R


V
j
c
l
Y
B
	

W
j
c
l
Z
C
-
-
??
The inner square
1
accounts for the pushout property of cl
Q
R,  Æ 
1
and  Æ 
2
. The
coordinate patches 
U
, 
V
and 
W
are homeomorphisms, so the sets 
U
(cl
X
A)  
U
,

V
(cl
Y
B)  
V
and 
W
(cl
Z
C)  
W
are closed subsets of S-objects, so they are S-objects
themselves.
The mappings ~' and
~
 are easy to dene so as to make the trapezoids
2
and
3
commute (just reverse the homeomorphism 
U
j
cl
X
A
). These are di-embeddings because '
and  are S-manifold embeddings. By the pushout property of S, there exists an S-
object  
R
with two dimaps  and  such that everything in solid lines commutes. Now,
since ( Æ 
V
) Æ '
j
cl
X
A
= ( Æ 
W
) Æ  
j
cl
X
A
, there is a unique 
R
: R!  
R
(recall that R
is the pushout of '
j
cl
X
A
and  
j
cl
X
A
) closing the diagram. To show an inverse to 
R
,
reverse the homeomorphisms 
U
j
cl
X
A
, 
V
j
cl
Y
B
and 
W
j
cl
Z
W
and use the fact that  
R
is a
pushout of ~' and
~
 .
Dene now the required po-manifold hQ;R; ; i by taking the least cover R of Q, the
least set   of S-objects and the least set  of coordinate patches such that:

for all U 2 U , V 2 V, W 2 W and for all B and C satisfying (2):
 R contains the open set R,
   contains the compact space  
R
,
  contains the homeomorphism 
R
as constructed above;

for any V 2 V:
 R contains the open set ( Æ 
1
)(V r '(X)),
   contains the compact space 
V
(cl
Y
(V r '(X))),
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  contains the homeomorphism

V
Æ ( Æ 
1
)
 1
: cl
Q
(( Æ 
1
)(V r '(X)))! 
V
(cl
Y
(V r '(X)))

for any W 2 W | symmetrically.
It still remains to be veried that:
(i) R is a cover of Q;
(ii) the coordinate patches in   satisfy the consistency condition (1) in Def.2.2;
(iii)  Æ 
1
and  Æ 
2
are manifold morphisms;
(iv) Q with  Æ 
1
and  Æ 
2
is the S-manifold pushout required.
These verications are left to the reader.
2
Example 2.10 The S-manifold embeddings ' and  from Thm. 2.9 cannot be replaced
by arbitrary S-manifold morphisms. At least not for compact-PO-manifolds or local po-
spaces; in other words, the category compact-PO-Man is not nitely cocomplete.
To see this, consider the diagram opposite with ' | em-
bedding a directed interval I into a directed square I
2
as its
diagonal; and  | contracting the interval to a point (the in-
terval and the square are ordered from left to right and from
bottom upwards). All three are respectable compact po-spaces.
The topological pushout, however, has a \singularity": a point
around which there does not exist a local order consistent with
the circular arrows
7
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2.3 Blocks and po-manifolds
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From the computational point of view, the most important of
the S-manifold categories is BLCK-Man, where BLCK is the
category of blocks, presented below.
Informally, blocks result from glueing nice sub-po-spaces of
the directed cubes I
n
respecting the orders. The picture opposite
presents an example block consisting of I
1
, I
3
, a triangle which
is a sub-po-space of I
2
and a prism which is a sub-po-space of I
3
.
The family of blocks will now be described in more detail.
Denition 2.11 BLCK is the least po-pattern category containing the directed cubes I
n
for all n  0; its objects are called blocks.
Denition 2.12 BLCK-manifolds are called po-manifolds. The category of po-manifolds
is denoted by PMAN; this means PMAN
def
=
BLCK-Man.
7
This is not a complete argument for the non-existence of the pushout, but may easily be turned into
one.
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Do not confuse PMAN with compact-PO-Man which is equal to LPO (cf. Prop.2.8).
Example 2.13 Take the image
b
X of the diagonal ribbon X from Sec.1.1 under the
wrapping
8
 : X = R  I !
b
X = S
1
 I
 hx; yi
def
=
he
ix
; yi
The result is, evidently, a local po-space. Consider its cover by three overlapping opens:
 

3
0

3
2
3

4
3
5
3
1 

3
1
1 +

3
1 +
2
3
1 + 
1 +
4
3
1 +
5
3
U
 1
def
=
 (
n
hx; yi 2 R  I



y  
2
3
< x < y +

3
o
)
U
0
def
=
 (
n
hx; yi 2 R  I



y < x < y + 
o
)
U
1
def
=
 (
n
hx; yi 2 R  I



y +
2
3
< x < y +
5
3
o
)
(since y +
5
3
 y  

3
(mod (2  )) for all y 2 I, the left slanted side of the parallelogram
is, under , the same as its right slanted side).
There exist coordinate patches
'
U
j
: cl
b
X
U
j
! '
U
j
(cl
b
X
U
j
)  I
2
for j 2 f 1; 0; 1g dened by:
'
U
j
( hx; yi)
def
=


1

 (x  y   j 
2
3
) ;
1
2+
 (x + y   j 
2
3
)

The picture opposite suggests the way '
U
0
embeds
its domain into the unit square (do not overlook the
preservation of the ordering!), the others are similar.
By a straightforward check, the compositions
'
j
1
Æ '
 1
j
2
are monotone, hence they are dimaps, as
required by Def.2.2 of S-manifold.

R
h0; 0i h; 0i
h1; 1i h1 + ; 1i
'
U
0
(cl
b
X
U
0
)
The reader may want to demonstrate on her/his own that the remaining two examples
from Sec. 1 are po-manifolds as well.
8
The ribbon is now positioned dierently on the plane than in Sec. 1.1. In particular, coordinate x
corresponds to time.
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3 Are we more general than the semi-cubists?
Once we know what po-manifolds are (cf. Sec. 2), we still need to prove that they generalize
semi-cubical complexes. This will also imply that they generalize higher dimensional
automata and many other models for concurrency. In a nutshell, a semi-cubical complex
is a blueprint for glueing cubes I
n
(for various dimensions n) to make a po-manifold
9
.
It is shown below how such a blueprint may be realized.
Denition 3.1 The po-manifold realization is the assignment 2 of

a po-manifold 2M to any non self-linked semi-cubical complex M , and

a po-manifold embedding
2 : 2P ! 2M
to any semi-cubical embedding  : P !M
dened by recursion on the total number of M 's faces, as given in Fig.1.
Proposition 3.2 For any semi-cubical pushout diagram
M P
Q
R
'
 


-
-
? ?
where ' and  are
embeddings, the translation
2M 2P
2Q
2R
2'
2 
2
2
-
-
? ?
is a po-manifold pushout diagram.
Theorem 3.3 (realization functor) The po-manifold realization can be extended to a a
functor 2 : SCC
0
! PMAN (SCC
0
is the category of nite non self-linked semi-cubical
complexes) such that
(i) for any M 2 SCC
0
and any m 2 M
d
:

2 I
d
= I
d
,

2K
d 1
= K
d 1
,

2 (Æ
d
: K
d 1
,! I
d
) is the natural inclusion of K
d 1
into I
d
;
(ii) for any semi-cubical embedding ' : M ! P , the corresponding manifold-mophism
2' : 2M ! 2P is a manifold-embedding;
(iii) for every semi-cubical pushout diagram
M P
Q
R
'
 


-
-
? ?
where ' and  are embeddings,
the translation
2M 2P
2Q
2R
2'
2 
2
2
-
-
? ?
is a po-manifold pushout diagram.
Proof of Thm. 3.3:
9
See App.B for a short review of basic notions and notations on the semi-cubical complexes.
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Case M is empty:
Put 2M
def
=
; too.
Case dimM = d  0 with an m 2M
d
:
Let M
0
be the complex given by M
0
d
def
=
M
d
r fmg and M
0
n
def
=
M
n
for n 6= d. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, for any semi-cubical embedding  : P ,!M
0
,

the po-manifolds 2P and 2M
0
are already constructed (by virtue of
the embedding , this makes sense because P is \not bigger" than M
0
),
and

the po-manifold embedding 2 : 2P ,! 2M
0
is already constructed.
Consider the semi-cubical pushout diagram from Prop.B.17. Dene
K
d 1
M
0
I
d
M
'
Æ
d
push-
out
-
-
??

2 I
d
as I
d
, and

2K
d 1
as K
d 1
, and

2 (Æ
d
: K
d 1
,! I
d
) as the natural inclusion of K
d 1
into I
d
, and

2M ,  and  as the po-manifold pushout of the embeddings 2' and 2 Æ
d
.
K
d 1
2M
0
I
d
2M
2'
2 Æ
d


push-
out
-
-
??
By Thm.2.9, this gives rise to the manifold pushout diagram oppo-
site.
We still need to explain how an arbitrary semi-cubical em-
bedding  : P ,!M is translated into a po-manifold embedding
2 : 2P ,! 2M .
If there is no face p 2 P
d
such that p = m then the whole image of  sits in M
0
and,
by the induction hypothesis, 2 : 2P ,! 2M
0
is already dened; just compose it with
 : 2M
0
,! 2M .
If there is a (unique) face p 2 P
d
with p = m then the com-
plex P may be decomposed into a complex P
0
| which is P with-
out the face p | and a d-dimensional cube. Together with ,
this yields the diagram opposite. This diagram may be partially
translated to po-manifolds, as done above for M ; but note that so
far we have no translation for .
K
d 1
P
0
M
0
I
d
P M


j
P
0

Æ
d
'
push-
out
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- -
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d
2P 2M
2 Æ
d
2
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3
But both the small square and the large rectangle (spanned
by 2' and 2 Æ
d
) are pushout diagrams. Therefore, there
exists a unique morphism denoted by the dotted line, closing
the diagram. Call this morphism 2; it is, clearly, a po-
manifold embedding.
It is obvious that the construction of 2M and of 2
does not depend on the initial selection of face m 2M
d
.
Fig. 1. The recursive po-manifold realization (cf. Def.3.1).
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The construction of 2 for a semi-cubical morphism
 :M ! P is recursive on the number ofM 's faces and similar
to the construction in Fig. 1. For the inductive step, consider
the diagram opposite. By the induction hypothesis, the po-
manifold morphism 2 ( Æ ) : 2M ! 2P is already dened
and, since  Æ  : I
d
!M is an embedding (cf. Prop.B.16),
2 ( Æ ) is dened too.
K
d 1
M
0
I
d
M
P
'
Æ
d



push-
out
-
-
??
R
K
d 1
2M
0
I
d
2M
2P
2'
2 Æ
d
2
2
2
(

Æ

)
2
(

Æ

)
push-
out
-
-
??
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Since 2M is the pushout (cf. the construction in Fig. 1),
there exists a unique po-manifold morphism to 2P (the dotted
line). Call this morphism 2.
It is easy to show that this morphism does not depend on
the original choice of m 2M
d
; that the dened assignment is
a functor; and that the requirements i{iii are met.
2
In [5], Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen dene a functor j ::: j : SCC
0
! LPO realizing
semi-cubical complexes in local po-spaces
10
. The method of the proof is dierent: the
stars of the vertices are translated directly to open sets in the cover of the local po-space.
I believe the essence of the construction is the same:
Conjecture 3.4 The diagram of functors opposite commutes
(j ::: j
1
is the realization functor from [5]; j ::: j
2
is the realization
functor from Cor.2.7; 2 is the functor from Thm. 3.3).
-
U 
SCC
0
PMAN
LPO
2
j ::: j
1
j ::: j
2
But I have not proven this, sorry. . .
4 My grudge against complexes
Sec. 1 suggests that semi-cubical complexes are not an adequate formalism for \continuous
concurrency". Generalizing them just a bit, as done in Sec. 2 can make the world of
dierence in this respect. But this is not the only problem bugging the semi-cubical
complexes.
A minor problem is the denition of semi-cubical morphisms (Def.B.11). They pre-
serve the dimensions, which makes them unsuitable for comparisons between systems of
processes. One may, for instance, want to implement a higher level process by a system
of cooperating lower level processes. For the correctness of such an implementation, one
would need to prove that the two systems are dihomeomorphic, or dihomotopy equivalent,
or whatever | in any case, one would need morphisms going both ways and meeting some
correctness requirements. But this is impossible because of the arbitrary denition which
rules out any morphisms from many processes to a single process.
10
The construction in [5] is more general in that it does not require the niteness of the complexes. It
does, however, require their non self-linkedness, as mine does.
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This problem can probably be treated by substituting cubical for semi-cubical com-
plexes (see footnote12).
More importantly, the notion of semi-cubical complex is very combinatorial and does
not t smoothly with the rest of the directed topology.
The simplicial approximations of topological spaces are combinatorial too. This fact
does not hurt because they are accompanied by respective invariance theorems. Continu-
ous maps between topological spaces induce homomorphisms of the respective homologies
or homotopies; and homeomorphisms induce isomorphisms (cf., e.g., Munkres [9], Chap. 2;
or Spanier [14], Chap. 3). Changing simplicial subdivisions of a topological space does not
aect the resulting invariants. The combinatoriality of the semi-cubical subdivisions of a
local po-space is not sweetened by any property of the sort: a dierent cubication means
dierent everything
11
.
This may lead, therefore, to two opposing viewpoints: either
(i) the computational reality is best reected by semi-cubical complexes, while local
po-spaces are only an auxiliary generalization, or
(ii) the computational reality is best reected by local po-spaces, while semi-cubical
complexes are only a way of getting to them.
In Sec. 1, I have given some evidence against viewpoint i. But do we really need to pass
through complexes in order to get to local po-spaces, as claimed in viewpoint ii?
In fact, a number of times I have seen a similar story happening: somebody comes
up with a reasonable topological conjecture about computations, then a pathological
counterexample is found, and then it is hoped that the conjecture is true at least for the
geometric realizations of semi-cubical complexes. In most cases, however, this involves
a combinatorial rather than topological reasoning, so nobody would volunteer to write
down the ugly proof.
I believe most of these reasonable conjectures are true of po-manifolds and, due to the
topological nature of the concept, their proofs may be made beautiful.
A Appendix: a bird's eye view on directed topology
For the convenience of a reader without a thorough knowledge of global and local po-
spaces, this is a brief reminder of the basic concepts and facts (no proofs here!). The
main reference for most of the knowledge is [5] by Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen.
Wherever particular formulations depart from [5], they follow [12] by Soko lowski.
A.1 Po-spaces
Denition A.1 [po-space]A po-space (or: a global po-space) consists of

a set X,

a topology O on X, and
11
As noted by a referee, the total homology for Kan semi-cubical complexes is invariant under subdivi-
sions.
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
a partial order  in X
such that the order  is closed as a subset of the Cartesian product X X.
The notion of po-space appeared in [10] by Nachbin. It was further studied in [5] by
Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen and in other papers on ditopology that followed.
Proposition A.2 Every po-space is Hausdor.
Proposition A.3 (-preservation in the limit) Assume two convergent sequences in a
po-space X are given
x = lim
n!+1
x
n
and y = lim
n!+1
y
n
Assume further that x
n
 y
n
for all n 2 N . Then the same inequality holds for the limit
points: x  y.
Example A.4 The interval [0 : : 1] with the usual order is denoted by I; the same interval
with the trivial order (equality) is denoted by I. They are both po-spaces.
The Cartesian product X  Y of po-spaces X and Y is a po-space with the product
topology and the coordinate-wise ordering:
hx
1
; y
1
i 
XY
hx
1
; y
1
i
def
()
x
1

X
x
2
& y
1

Y
y
2
In particular, the cubes I
n
and I
n
are po-spaces.
The hollow cube K
n 1
def
=
n
hx
1
; : : : ; x
n
i 2 I
n



9
i
x
i
2 f0; 1g
o
is a sub-po-space of I
n
.
A.2 Dimaps of po-spaces
In order to make a respectable mathematical notion, the po-spaces should be equipped
with morphisms.
Denition A.5 [dimap and dihomeomorphism]A function ' : X ! Y between two par-
tially ordered sets is monotone if 'x  'y for any x; y 2 X such that x  y. A dimap
(or: a global dimap) is any continuous and monotone mapping ' : X ! Y between two
po-spaces. A dimap with an inverse which is also a dimap is called a dihomeomorphism.
A dimap ' is a di-embedding if it is a dihomeomorphism between X and the image '(X).
It is obvious that po-spaces with dimaps form a category. In this report, this category
is denoted by PO. The dihomeomorphisms are isomorphisms in PO. By compact-PO is
denoted the full subcategory of PO consisting of compact po-spaces only.
Denition A.6 [dipath and long dipath]A dipath is a dimap  : I! X of the directed
interval into a po-space. A long dipath is a dimap  : R
0
! X of the directed half-
line R
0
into a po-space.
Since the monotonicity is required, dipaths correspond to the \trajectories" of points in
a po-space that only \move forwards".
A.3 Factorization of po-spaces
When a po-space is factorized, we want to make sure that
(i) the resulting topological quotient is Hausdor,
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(ii) the resulting quotient order is a partial order, and
(iii) the quotient order is closed in the quotient topology.
Simple examples show that each of these requirements may fail. For this reason, I will
only concentrate on the special case of glueing two po-spaces along a common sub-po-
space. Given compact po-spaces X, Y and Z and a pair of di-embeddings ' : X ! Y
and  : X ! Z, dene '
' 
as the least equivalence in the disjoint union Y Z such that

1
('x) '
' 

2
( x) for all x 2 X
where 
1
: Y ! Y Z and 
2
: Z ! Y Z are the natural embeddings of the components
into the disjoint union. For the ordering in the quotient (Y Z)='
' 
, take the transitive
hull of the orders from Y and Z.
Theorem A.7 The result (Y Z)='
' 
of the glueing is a compact po-space.
Corollary A.8 Under the assumptions as above, the quotient
Q
def
=
(Y Z)='
' 
with the dimaps  Æ 
1
: Y ! Q and  Æ 
2
: Z ! Q
is a pushout of ' and  in compact-PO.
A.4 Local po-spaces
The rationale for the notion of local po-space is in the situations, where several partial
orders combine to a \local directedness" but cannot be globally reconciled to form a
partial order.
The rst formal denition of local po-spaces appeared in [5] by Fajstrup, Goubault
and Raussen. Subtle changes were made to the notion later | rst written down in [6]
by Fajstrup and Soko lowski | because we had thought it did not correctly reect the
intuitions. Later, Fahrenberg [4] showed that the two original denitions of local po-space
were equivalent and our counterexample was wrong. More importantly, he gave a dierent
simpler denition and proved its equivalence with the two preceding. This simpler notion
is the one appearing in Def. A.9 below. Prop. A.10 comes from [4] too.
Denition A.9 [local po-space]A local po-space is a Hausdor space X with a local order,
i.e., a relation   X X satisfying the following local po-property: every point x 2 X
has an open neighbourhood U
x
3 x such that


U
x
; 
j
U
x
U
x

is a po-space.
The local order is obviously reexive and closed in X X but it is only \locally" anti-
symmetric and transitive.
Proposition A.10 A Hausdor space X with a relation   X X is a local po-space
i it has a basis U of open sets such that


U; 
j
UU

is a po-space for any U 2 U . Every
such basis is called a po-basis.
Proposition A.11 (glueing a local po-space from global po-spaces) Assume X is a Haus-
dor space with a cover U by open sets which are po-spaces, whose partial orders are
consistent:
x 
U
1
y () x 
U
2
y for all U
1
; U
2
2 U and all x; y 2 U
1
\ U
2
:
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Then the relation x  y
def
()
9
U2U
x 
U
y is a local order in X.
The idea is that when you look at a local po-space from very close, you see a po-space.
Proposition A.12 Every po-space is, in a natural way, a local po-space.
A.5 Local dimaps
Assume X and Y are local po-spaces with the bases (as required in Prop. A.10) U and V,
respectively.
Denition A.13 [local dimap and local dihomeomorphism]A function ' : X ! Y is said
to be locally monotone if for any point x 2 X there exist open neighbourhoods U 2 U ,
U 3 x and V 2 V, V 3 'x such that
x
1

X
x
2
implies 'x
1

Y
'x
2
for all x
1
; x
2
2 U \ '
 1
(V ) (A.1)
Every function ' : X ! Y which is continuous and locally monotone will be called a local
dimap. A local dimap ' : X ! Y with an inverse which is also a local dimap is called a
local dihomeomorphism. A local dimap ' is a local dihomeomorphic embedding if it is a
local dihomeomorphism between X and '(X)  Y .
It is obvious that local po-spaces with local dimaps form a category. In this report,
this category is denoted by LPO. The local dihomeomorphisms are the isomorphisms in
LPO.
Note that PO is not a full subcategory of LPO: a local dimap between two global
po-spaces is not necessarily a global dimap.
B Appendix: a bird's eye view on semi-cubical complexes
For the convenience of the reader, the denition and the basic properties of a semi-cubical
complex will be recalled (no proofs here again). This follows more or less [5] by Fajstrup,
Goubault and Raussen who, in turn, attribute the development of the concept to [11] by
Serre and to [1] by Brown and Higgins. Some minor changes come from [12] by Soko lowski.
B.1 Semi-cubical complexes
Denition B.1 [semi-cubical complex]A semi-cubical complex is a familyM
def
=
n
M
n



n  0
o
of sets with face maps
@
k
i
: M
n
!M
n 1
for 1  i  n and k 2 f0; 1g
satisfying the semi-cubical relations:
@
k
i
Æ @
`
j
= @
`
j 1
Æ @
k
i
whenever i < j (B.1)
The elements of M
0
are called vertices; the elements of M
n
are called n-dimensional faces
of the complex (for n  0). Whenever (@
k
1
i
1
Æ : : : Æ @
k
p
i
p
)m = m
0
, m
0
is called a face of m,
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denoted m
0
 m. A nite semi-cubical complex is one for which the set
S
M of faces is
nite
12
.
Denition B.2 [dimension]If M
d
6= ; and M
n
= ; for all n > d then the semi-cubical
complex M is said to be d-dimensional, denoted: dimM = d. If no such d exists and at
least one of the sets M
0
;M
1
;M
2
; : : : is nonempty then the complex is said to be innitely
dimensional, denoted dimM = +1. By convention, the dimension of the empty complex
is  1; the empty complex is M such that M
n
= ; for all n  0.
Denition B.3 [sub-complex] A sub-complex of a semi-cubical complexM
def
=
n
M
n



n  0
o
is any semi-cubical complex P
def
=
n
P
n



n  0
o
with P
n
M
n
for n  0 and with the
face maps being the restrictions of the bigger complex's face maps: @
k
P;i
= @
k
M;i
j
P
n
for
1  i  n.
Denition B.4 [generated complex]Let M
def
=
n
M
n



n  0
o
be a semi-cubical complex.
For any set F 
S
n0
M
n
of its faces, dene the sub-complex generated by F , denotedG
M
F ,
as the smallest sub-complex of M containing F .
Proposition B.5 The sub-complex generated by a given set F 
S
n0
M
n
consists of the
following faces:
(G
M
F )
n
=
n
m
0
2M
n



there exists an m 2 F s.t. m
0
 m
o
for n  0.
Example B.6 [cube]Let d be a natural number. A canonical example of a semi-cubical
complex is the d-dimensional cube I
d
dened by
I
d
n
def
=
8
<
:
hx
1
; : : : ; x
d
i 2

0;
1
2
; 1

d






exactly n components are
1
2
, i.e.,
card
n
i 2 f1; : : : ; dg



x
i
=
1
2
o
= n
9
=
;
and the face maps given by
@
k
i
hx
1
; : : : ; x
d
i
def
=
hx
1
; : : : ; k
^
h
; : : : ; x
d
i for hx
1
; : : : ; x
d
i 2 I
d
n
, k 2 f0; 1g and 1  i  n
where h is the i-th least index such that x
h
=
1
2
, i.e.,
card
n
j 2 f1; : : : ; hg



x
j
=
1
2
o
= i
(hx
1
; : : : ; k
^
j
; : : : ; x
n
i stands for: the tuple hx
1
; : : : ; x
n
i with k replaced for the j-th co-
ordinate). Note that I
d
n
= ; for n > d. In particular, the only nonempty set in the
zero-dimensional cube is I
0
0
=

0;
1
2
; 1
	
0
= fg.
12
Semi-cubical complexes are also called precubical sets. A category of cubical complexes (or cubical
sets) is also considered; it is richer than the semi-cubical complexes by degeneracy maps going up the
dimension. For some relations between these categories and also for other models for concurrency, see [8]
by Goubault.
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To visualize the 2-dimensional cube, denote
a
def
=
h0; 0i A
def
=


0;
1
2

b
def
=
h1; 0i B
def
=


1;
1
2

c
def
=
h0; 1i C
def
=


1
2
; 0

d
def
=
h1; 1i D
def
=


1
2
; 1


def
=


1
2
;
1
2

The 2-dimensional cube I
2
def
=
fI
2
0
; I
2
1
; I
2
2
; : : :g is given by



-
-
-
? ? ?
6 6 6
a
b
c
d
A B
C
D

@
0
1
@
0
1
@
0
1
@
1
1
@
1
1
@
1
1
@
0
1
@
0
1
@
1
1
@
1
1
@
0
2
@
1
2
I
2
0
def
=
fa; b; c; dg I
2
2
def
=
fg
I
2
1
def
=
fA;B;C;Dg I
2
n
def
=
; for n > 2
and the face maps
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
@
0
1
; @
1
1
; @
0
2
; @
1
2
: I
2
2
! I
2
1
@
0
1

def
=
A
@
1
1

def
=
B
@
0
2

def
=
C
@
1
2

def
=
D
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:
@
0
1
; @
1
1
: I
2
1
! I
2
0
@
0
1
A
def
=
a @
1
1
A
def
=
c
@
0
1
B
def
=
b @
1
1
B
def
=
d
@
0
1
C
def
=
a @
1
1
C
def
=
b
@
0
1
D
def
=
c @
1
1
D
def
=
d
Example B.7 [hollow cube]Another example of a semi-cubical complex is the (d   1)-
dimensional hollow cube K
d 1
given by
K
d 1
n
def
=
8
<
:
I
d
n
for n  d  1
; for n  d
This is, clearly, a sub-complex of I
d
generated as follows:
K
d 1
= G
I
d
(m) where m 2 I
d
d
and m
def
=
n
@
k
i
m



1  i  d & k 2 f0; 1g
o
Denition B.8 [non self-linkedness]A semi-cubical complex is non self-linked if @
k
i
m = @
`
j
m
implies k = ` and i = j for any m 2
S
M .
Example B.9 The cubes I
d
and K
d 1
are non self-linked.
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N
A
a
@
0
1
@
1
1
An example of a self-linked semi-cubical complex is M with

M
0
= fag | a single vertex,

M
1
= fAg | a single face in dimension 1,

M
n
= ; for n  2,

@
0
1
A = @
1
1
A = a.
The non self-linkedness guarantees that, informally speaking, the complex has no loops
consisting of a single face.
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Proposition B.10 A sub-complex of a non self-linked complex is non self-linked.
B.2 Semi-cubical morphisms
Denition B.11 [semi-cubical morphism]A semi-cubical mor-
phism between two semi-cubical complexes M and P is a family
n
'
n
:M
n
! P
n



n  0
o
of maps commuting with the face maps:
'
n
Æ @
k
M;i
= @
k
P;i
Æ '
n+1
The category of semi-cubical complexes with the semi-cubical
morphisms is denoted by SCC. The full subcategory of SCC
consisting of the nite non self-linked semi-cubical complexes is
denoted by SCC
0
.
M
n+1
P
n+1
M
n
P
n
? ?
-
-
? ?
? ?












@
k
M;i
@
k
P;i
'
n+1
'
n
Note that the semi-cubical morphisms must preserve dimensions.
Denition B.12 [embedding]A morphism ' :M ! P between two semi-cubical com-
plexes is a semi-cubical embedding if it is an isomorphism in SCC between M and the
complex G
P
n
'm



m 2
S
1
n=0
M
n
o
.
Proposition B.13 Given a semi-cubical complexM and its arbitrary sub-complex P , the
natural inclusion of P into M is a semi-cubical embedding.
Corollary B.14 The natural inclusion Æ
d
: K
d 1
,! I
d
is a semi-cubical embedding.
Proposition B.15 Let M be a d-dimensional non self-linked complex and let m 2M
d
be
one of its top-dimensional faces. Then
(i) the sub-complex G
M
fmg is isomorphic to the cube I
d
, and
(ii) the sub-complex G
M
(m) (cf. Ex.B.7) is isomorphic to the hollow cube K
d 1
, and
(iii) M is the semi-cubical pushout of the embedding Æ
d
: K
d 1
,! I
d
and the embedding
' : K
d 1
' G
M
(m) ,!M
0
, where M
0
d
def
=
M
d
r fmg and M
0
n
def
=
M
n
for n 6= d.
Note that the assumption in Prop.B.15 about the non self-linkedness of M cannot be
skipped.
Proposition B.16 An arbitrary semi-cubical morphism ' : I
d 1
!M , where M is non
self-linked, is an embedding.
Proposition B.17 For every non empty complex M 2 SCC
0
and ev-
ery top-dimensional face m 2M
dimM
, M is the pushout of two em-
beddings, see the diagram opposite. In this diagram, d
def
=
dimM ;
M
0
is given by M
0
d
def
=
M
d
r fmg and M
0
n
def
=
M
n
for n 6= d; and
' : K
d 1
' G
M
(m) ,!M
0
(cf. Prop.B.15).
K
d 1
M
0
I
d
M
'
Æ
d
push-
out
-
-
??
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